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"It is generally accepted that well in excess of 75% (some estimates
being over 90%) of all problems with building envelopes are caused to a greater or
lesser extent by moisture."1

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Climate change is one of the most urgent global issues of our time and for the near
future. Worldwide scholars from various fields have paid great attention to the severity and
complexity of climate change and global warming in the past years, and will continue to
explore this problem in the future. (Fig 1) The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) has been leading an assessment of climate change since 1988 to provide global
climate change predictions and a view of the potential environmental and socio-economic
impacts.2 In addition the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in
the US has been collecting the weather data to help improve understanding and stewardship
of the environment in the United States.

1

Ronald P. Tye, “Relevant Moisture Properties of Building Construction Materials,” Moisture Control in
Buildings: The Key Factor in Mold Prevention, ASTM International 1994, 35
2
“An Assessment of Vulnerability” IPCC Special Report on the Regional Impacts of Climate Change.
http://www.ipcc.ch/index.htm
1

Figure 1: Impact of climate change in Venice
Source.http.//www.damncoolpictures.com/2012/11/venice-submerged-by-record-flooding.html

Figure 2. Incredible damage of Sandy in New York City, 2012
Source.https.//www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/10/31/hurricane-sandy-new-jersey-looters
_n_2052823.html?ref=topbar&slideshow=true#gallery/259321/1
2

Rising sea level and projected increases in average annual temperatures will
undoubtedly impact many cultural and natural resources. History has witnessed great
damage by floods, drought and all other natural hazards to the real world. The increasing
tendency of climate change has and will continue affecting the conservation of historic
monuments, historic fabrics and historic districts. For instance, Superstorm Sandy struck
New York in 2012, resulting in catastrophic destruction in buildings and civil
infrastructure. 3 (Fig2) The wildfire in California in 2017 as a result of decreased
precipitation also had a destructive impact on both the living environment and historic
fabric in Napa Valley.4 More intense precipitation events include sustained rainfall and
heavy precipitation, both of which might raise the relative humidity of air, moisture content
in the soil and elevate the underground water table. All projected scenarios indicate high
moisture content for building materials, especially porous materials such as brick and stone.
The contributions of higher temperatures and higher humidity would accelerate the hydrothermal migration in porous materials, improve the moisture driven decay of building
fabric, and directly influence the performance of the building envelope. Moreover, the
impacts of climate change are inevitable, once the disaster occurs, the social, economic,
cultural and aesthetic values of the building are affected by the destruction and the damage,

3

John Rudolf and Trymaine Lee, “Hurricane Sandy Looters Emerge As New Jersey Floodwaters
Recede,”https//www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/10/31/hurricane-sandy-new-jersey-looters
n_2052823.html?ref=topbar&slideshow=true#gallery/259321/1
4
Eric Levenson,“Thomas Fire, Once Largest in California History, is now 100% Contained,” CNN, Fri
January 12, 2018, https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/12/us/thomas-fire-california-contained/index.html
3

to historic fabric which are irreversible, and which require more costly preservation
intervention. The best solution is to predict the potential climate impacts and take care of
the historic resource in advance in order to prevent deterioration before it occurs.
Given potential impacts of climate change, the significance of preventive
conservation cannot be underestimated beyond any doubt. Infrastructure engineers,
architects, planners and conservators are all aware of the risk of climate change to the
architecture and the importance of sustainability and resilience. UNESCO has published
reports illustrating the threat of climate change to world heritage, also both the National
Park Service (NPS) in US and the Historic England in Great Britain have refined the risk
of climate change to conservation and have proposed their adaptation strategies and
preservation guidelines for communities. More accurate and precise research and analysis
are required to predict the future scenarios of climate, prevent potential damage in advance,
and reduce the possible losses from hazards.
As water is the main agent of deterioration for porous materials such as stone and
brick, climate-induced changes in moisture is a concern. Brick is vulnerable to moisture
driven deterioration owning to its high porosity and permeability relative to other
manufactured materials. The intense precipitation events as well as changing soil moisture
will affect the water absorption of the brick masonry. This thesis proposes to interpret the
potential impacts of climate change, especially the impacts of more intense precipitation
4

on deterioration mechanisms of brick masonry construction. The thesis assumes the
performance tolerance of three typical brick masonry structures in a template climate of
Philadelphia, and visualizes the conjecture in diagrammatic form. A literature review and
case studies are applied to illustrate the mechanisms of moisture driven deterioration in
brick masonry structures. Computer modelling simulation works to compare moisture
content profiles of simulation under medium rainfall and severe rainfall in order to illustrate
hydro-thermal performance in the wall and confirm the hypothesis in performance
tolerance.
First, the thesis projects a climate scenario in the city of Philadelphia according to
national climate change reports, and identifies the risks to the building environment, such
as increasing precipitation, higher relative humidity in air, higher moisture content in soil
and warmer climate. Second, with respect to material properties, moisture driven
mechanisms for deterioration illustrate the vulnerabilities of brick masonry structures. The
connection between mortar and brick as joints greatly influences the durability of a
masonry structure. Hydrothermal performance varied in different brick masonry
construction reflects the diversity in performance tolerance. WUFI is applied to confirm
the hypothesis in performance tolerance by simulation for the scenario under medium
precipitation and severe precipitation with higher temperature. Calculated moisture content
profiles are discussed to show the dynamic moisture migration, and are regarded as
5

reference to provide some recommendations for sustainable management or adaptation
strategies from a technical perspective.
This thesis proposes to integrate the problem of brick heritage deterioration with
climate change issues, and to predict the potential problems, to show managers the
tendency in decay to provide reference for preventive preservation. The study of the
performance tolerance of different brick structures under more intense precipitation events
can be applied as case studies in similar areas with a tendency of heavier precipitation
events, and provides a basic reference for future preventive preservation methods.
2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
Despite a high level of scholarly interest in climate change on a global scale,
especially for natural and cultural resources, a comprehensive understanding of the impacts
of climate change on heritage is noticeably absent from literature.5 Climate change poses
serious threats to heritage all over the world and the research on climate change and
heritage preservation now serves as an interdisciplinary task that addresses the complexity
and severity in preventive conservation of historic buildings.6 However, as a predominant
building material, the brick receives great attention in its deterioration mechanisms, but

5

Curtis, Roger. "Water Management for Traditional Buildings: Adaptation for a Changing Climate." APT
Bulletin: Special Issue on Climate Change and Preservation Technology ,47.1 (2016)
6
Sandra Fatorić, and Erin Seekamp, “Are Cultural Heritage and Resources Threatened by Climate Change?
A Systematic Literature Review,” Climatic Change, (Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht 2017),
DOI 10.1007/s10584-017-1929-9
6

little projection in future climate change.
2.1 Evolution of Climate Change Studies
Cultural heritage under changing climate conditions is a growing research field with
an increasing number of publications. In the early 21st century, scholars started researches
to identify the risks of climate change to cultural heritage resources. Publications gradually
changed from focusing on the historic impacts of climate change based on case studies of
long term monitoring to assessing vulnerabilities under projected climate scenarios. 7

8

UNESCO, and other research institutions play a leading role in highlighting the concern in
growing risk of climate change. For instance, Historic England in Britain, Noah’s Ark from
UCL and National Park Service (NPS) in the United States all assessed the vulnerabilities
to heritage, prosed guidelines and management strategies based on projected climate
scenarios from IPCC and NOAA to strengthen the importance of climate change in heritage
decay and have called for more attention in heritage preservation.9

10 11

2.1.1 Significance
Climate change is recognized as “the greatest threat to the integrity of our national
7

Ann D. Horowitz, Maria F. Lopez,Susan M. Ross and Jennifer A. Sparenberg, “Climate Change and
Cultural Heritage Conservation: A Literature Review,” APT Bullen: Journal of Preservation Technology,
(2016)
8
Patrick Gonzalez, “Climate Change Trends, Impacts, and Vulnerabilities in US National Parks,” Science,
Conservation, and National Parks. (2017) University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL.
9
Kirstin Dow and Thomas E. Downing, The Atlas of Climate Change: Mapping the World's Greatest
Challenge, (2006), Berkeley : University of California Press
10
Rockman, Marcy, Marissa Morgan, Sonya Ziaja, George Hambrecht, and Alison Meadow. Cultural
Resources Climate Change Strategy. (2016) Washington, DC: Cultural Resources Partnerships, and Science
and Climate Change Response Program, National Park Service
11
IPCC, “An Assessment of Vulnerability”
7

parks that we have ever experienced” as stated by the National Park Service in 2010, when
they used case studies to indicate how to project future impacts under climate change,
assess available strategies for prevention and how to control the impacts of climate
change.12 Peter Brimblecombe mentioned in 2014 that simplified climate change issues
on heritage preservation is a hidden danger and proposed a method to refine the threats of
climate change. In the article, climate projection, statistical analysis and slope software are
used to address the future tendencies.13
Gradually, the discussion about climate change and cultural heritage and resources is
gaining traction within diverse subfields. Besides recording previous impacts of climate
changes, studies are more concentrated on preventive conservation that address the events
or damage before it happens, such as adaptation strategies, sustainable management, risk
assessment and resilient design. In 2017, Sandra Fatorić and Erin Seekamp found that
publications follow three dominant disciplines- architecture and built environment, climate
and natural hazards, and archeology – accounting for 60% of all publications in climate
change on cultural heritage. 14 The impact of climate change are also part of resilient
systems thinking, a new concept induced recently, to associate with social -ecological

12

Drachman Institute, “A Climate Change Vulnerability And Risk Assessment Framework For Cultural
Resources in the National Park Service’s Intermountain Region Vanishing Treasures Program: Phase I:
Compilation of Existing Data and Models,” 11-16
13
Peter Brimblecombe, “Refining Climate Change Threats to Heritage,” Journal of the Institute of
Conservation, (2014), 37.2, 85-93, DOI. 10.1080/19455224.2014.916226
14
Sandra Fatorić, and Erin Seekamp, “A Systematic Literature Review,”
8

systems, and policies to identify the barriers in problems solving. A high proportion of
research and publication is in Europe. Only two publications focus at the global scale, while
20% of the publications investigate more than one country.15 The issues in climate change
mostly occur as regional problems and cannot be applied to worldwide.
2.1.1 Methodology
Diverse methodologies are applied in the multidisciplinary study of climate change
and its impacts on cultural and natural resources. Integrated methods in study are used now
as scholars attempt to integrate quantitative methods, such as field surveys, sampling and
experiments, questionnaires, Geographic Information Systems (GIS), remote sensing,
models, and simulations with qualitative methods (i.e., interviews, focus groups,
participant observations, and secondary data) in the study. For instance, Bonazza et.al.,
quantified rain recession with projected precipitation problems, combining technical
problems with mapping, or GIS data to assess the risk and visualize the problem in
mappings.16
New techniques are involved in sustainable management strategies. Normally,
strategies are to qualify and quantify the vulnerability and to refine the risk in future
preservation. The Atlas of Climate Change that published by the European Commission

15

Sandra Fatorić, and Erin Seekamp, “A Systematic Literature Review”
. Bonazza A, Messina P, Sabbioni C, Grossi CM, and Brimblecombe P, “Mapping the Impact of Climate
Change on Surface Recession of Carbonate Buildings in Europe,” Science of the Total Environment. 407,
(2009), 2039–2050
9
16

systematically illustrates the methodology in technical study. Diverse methods are applied
in technical studies, such as simulation, mapping, documentation, data analysis and case
study for emergency identification, baseline documents, context studies, and vulnerability
assessment.17 Considering the vulnerability of cultural heritage, damage functions can be
studied from various aspects such spatial data analysis, literature survey, and laboratory
investigation18. Simulation is also an effective strategy in projecting the risk of climate in
a more accurate and visualized way. 19 A range of techniques have been developed to
convert climate change into parameters to simulate certain scenarios by computer
modeling 20 . For instance, in a study on material durability, scholars from Australia
demonstrated the feasibility of adaptation by building energy simulation models. Modeling
works effectively in interpreting data while the issue with climate change have the leverage
points in physical, social, economic and cultural aspects.21
2.2 Existing Studies in Material Vulnerabilities
The induced impacts of climate change on cultural heritage are by now well known:
sea level rise, relative humidity change, increasing temperature, and extreme weather
17

Dow, The atlas of climate change, 75
C. Sabbioni, M. Cassar, P. Brimblecombe, and R.A. Lefevre, “Vulnerability of Cultural heritage to
Climate Change,” European and Mediterranean Major Hazards Agreement, Strasbourg, 20 November 200
19
Leissner J, Kilian R, Kotova L et al, “Climate for Culture: Assessing the Impact of Climate Change on
the Future Indoor Climate in Historic Buildings Using Simulations.” Heritage Science 3(38). (2015).1–15
20
Carlota M. Grossi, Peter Brimblecombe, and Ian Harris, “Predicting Long Term Freeze–thaw Risks on
Europe Built Heritage and Archaeological Sites in a Changing Climate,” Science of the Total Environment
377 (2007) 273–281
21
Zoran Vojinovic, Michael Hammond, and Daria Golub, “Holistic Approach to Flood Risk Assessment in
Areas with Cultural Heritage. A Practical Application in Ayutthaya, Thailand,” Nat Hazards, (2016)
81.589–616
10
18

events such as storms, hurricanes, droughts and floods. Rising sea level and projected
increases in average annual temperatures will undoubtedly impact many cultural and
natural resources.22 Among the studies, sea level rise, and flooding are studied most in
recent years, however study of the varied effects of increased precipitation has been
ignored.23
As water is the main agent of deterioration for porous materials such as stone and
brick, climate-induced change in moisture is a great concern. Porous building materials are
all subject to changes in precipitation and relative humidity.24 Conservators from various
countries have investigated the decay of bricks from the aspects of weathering that includes
rain recession, salt crystallization, rising damp and freeze -thaw cycles, among which
porosity and permeability are always involved in the investigation.25
May Cassar has written that significant changes in approach in our scientific
understanding of material change has been the ways in which we assess risk as part of the
operational management of the heritage environment.

26

Monitoring is useful in

experimental investigation that helps detect the influence on the type and range of

22

Maria Caffrey and Rebecca Beavers, “Protecting Cultural Resources in Coastal U.S. National Parks
from Climate Change,” Climate Change and Cultural Heritage, Volume 25, No. 2 (2008),4-6
23
Sandra Fatorić, Erin Seekamp, “A Systematic Literature Review” 7
24
Nick Schiavon Gian Antonio Mazzocchin, and Fulvio Baudo, “Chemical and Mineralogical
Characterization of Weathered Historical Bricks from the Venice Lagoonal Environment,” Environ Geol
(2008) 56.767–775
25
.Poul Klenz Larsen, “The Salt Decay of Medieval Bricks at a Vault in Brarup Church, Denmark, ”
Environ Geol (2007) 52.375–383
26
May Cassar, “Sustainable Heritage. Challenges and Strategies for the Twenty-First Century,” APT
Bullen: Journal of Preservation Technology, 40.1, (2009)
11

deterioration, helps with quantitative analysis, and serves as a reference. Monitored
moisture in brickwork indicates the predominant parameter for damage functions for frost,
and provides the base for predicting and testing the probability that changes the
infiltration.27 European scholars have also studied long term risk in thermal performance
to assess duration of material property parameters. 28

29

Freeze -thaw cycling and salt

crystallization are the most common topics associated with the long term impacts of climate
change.
3.0 CLIMATE CHANGE PROJECTION
Climate change is recognized as a great threat to natural and cultural resources. The
induced impacts of climate change on cultural heritage are known: sea level rise, humidity
change, increasing temperature, and extreme weather such as storms, hurricanes, droughts
and floods. Projected increase in average annual temperature will undoubtedly impact
many cultural and natural heritage sites.

27

K. Callea, N. Van Den Bossche, “Towards Understanding Rain Infiltration in Historic Brickwork,” 11th
Nordic Symposium on Building Physics, NSB2017, 11-14 (June 2017) Trondheim, Norway
28
Klõšeiko, P; Arumägi, E; Kalamees, T, “Hygrothermal Performance of Internally Insulated Brick Wall in
Cold Climate: A Case Study in a Historical School Building,” Journal of Building Physics, Volume 38,
Issue 5, (2015) 444-464.
29
Amin Jamshidi, and Mohammad Reza Nikudel, “Predicting the Long-term Durability of Building Stones
against Freeze–thaw using a Decay Function Model,” Cold Regions Science and Technology, 92 (2013) 29–
36
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Figure 3. Location of Philadelphia
Source. Draw by author

3.1 Climate Scenario
The city of Philadelphia is located at 39.88N and 75.25 W with a typical subtropical
climate. (Fig 3) The prevailing wind is from west and southwest with an average wind
speed of 110mph at 3 second gusts. In Philadelphia, the precipitation rate over the past 100
years is 3.1in/h, and average annual precipitation is 41.45 inches (1052.8 mm/yr). The
mean monthly precipitation is almost as much as 3 inches with 1 inch fluctuation except in
July when precipitation can reach 4.5 inches. (Fig4) Annual temperature ranges from 30 to
80 ℉, with over 70 ℉ in June, July and August, below 40℉ in winter from December to
February. The average annual freeze-thaw cycle is 52 cycles. The degree days of heating
is 3 times more than degree days of cooling illustrating that more energy is required to keep
13

the balance of the thermal system. (Fig4) The average temperature in summer is 75℉, with
a 60% relative humidity, while the relative humidity in winter is 30%.30

Figure 4. Current annual average temperature and precipitation in Philadelphia
Source: Philadelphia Climate Data (1973-1996)

30

Climate Data of Philadelphia
14

Figure 5. Current degree days of heating and cooling in Philadelphia
Source from. Philadelphia Climate Data (1973-1996)

The northeastern region of North America has witnessed a dramatic increase in annual
precipitation since 1901, in which intense precipitation events, such as heavier precipitation
and more frequent rainfalls, have largely increased in fall. Climate Science Special Report
shows that the frequency and intensity of heavy precipitation is projected to continue to
increase over the 21st century. The projection also indicates that more precipitation will fall
as rain than as snow in the cold season in the eastern United States.31

31

Easterling, D.R., K.E. Kunkel, J.R. Arnold, T. Knutson, A.N. LeGrande, L.R. Leung, et al，“2017:
Precipitation Change in the United States, ” In: Climate Science Special Report:
Fourth National Climate Assessment, Volume I [Wuebbles, D.J., D.W. Fahey, K.A. Hibbard, D.J. Dokken,
B.C.Stewart, and T.K. Maycock (eds.)]. U.S. Global Change Research Program, Washington, DC, USA, pp.
207-230, doi: 10.7930/J0H993CC.
15

In the contiguous United States (CONUS), future water vapor will increase with
increasing temperature, and confidence is high in increasing frequency and intensity in
future precipitation events. The changes in annual precipitation from 1901 to 2015 in
Philadelphia is 5-10%, with more than 15% increase in the fall and approximately 5% in
spring. The projected changes according to NOAA indicate a 10-20% increase in
precipitation in winter and spring because of the global warming, and 0-10% increase in
summer and fall.32 (Fig 6, 7, 8) In recent years the climate in Philadelphia also saw the
transformation from snow dominant to rainfall dominant precipitation in winter and spring,
as the temperature is too warm to snow. The NOAA also projected an increase in freezefree days resulting in continuous emission of greenhouse gases. The region in Philadelphia
displays an increase of 30-40 days freeze free days under higher emission of greenhouse
gases. (Fig 9)

32

Projected Change in Total Seasonal Precipitation from CMIP5 Simulations for 2070–2099.
16

Figure 6. Observed change of precipitation in US
Source. Climate Change Impacts in the United States, National Climate Assessment

Figure 7. Projected Precipitation under continued emission increase in US
Source. Climate Change Impacts in the United States, National Climate Assessment
17

Figure 8. Seasonal Precipitation Projection under continued emission increase in US
Source. Climate Change Impacts in the United States, National Climate Assessment
18

Figure 9. Projected changes in frost free days
Source. NOAA NCDC / CICS-NC

Figure 10. Projected change in heavy precipitation with continuous CO2 emissions increase
Source: NOAA NCDC / CICS-NC
19

The increasing water vapor resulting from higher temperature explains the increase in
relative humidity and precipitation events. Warmer temperature as a result of greenhouse
gas emission will force more evaporation from ground water sources such as rivers, lakes
and seas, which in turn may increase water vapor in the air as well as relative humidity.
Studies show that more intense precipitation events will continue in the future. By the end
of the 21st century, the amount of extreme weather events will increase by 2-3 times than
historical average under a higher scenario, while the number will increase 0.5-1 times under
a lower scenario. Studies also project a large percentage increase in 20 year return period
amount for daily precipitation, with a 10-14% increase under a lower scenario, and 20%
increase by the late 21st century. (Fig10)
3.2 Risk Assessment
Managing the risk of climate change is a significant challenge all over the world.
Along with climate change is the increasing relative humidity in the air, increasing soil
moisture content and elevated underground water table that all contribute to the moisture
driven deterioration of brick masonry construction and the retardation of the drying process
of brick masonry, let along the apparent frequency and intensity in heavy precipitations.
The more intense precipitation events include two situations, one is the increasing
frequency in precipitation, the other is the increasing intensity in wind driven rains. Rain
may contain carbonic, sulfuric, nitric, or hydrochloric acid in various concentrations and
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be blown by winds that may be strong or light. Wind driven rain forces water into pores
and cracks in the surface of mortar and brick units. Even if minimal, the rain quality and
wind pressure will affect the penetration of driving rain.33 Under conditions with heavier
wind-driven-rains, the brick wall would suffer more water invasion and become wetter.

The situation with long term continuous precipitation is more complicated. On the one
hand, the accumulation of rain water may soak the foot of a brick wall to a few inches high,
allowing more water to invade the masonry construction. After the phase of inter-layers
sorption and capillary suction, the pores in the brick are filled with water, which is hard to
expel during the drying process and may cause further problems in the future such as
strength reduction of structure under the influence of freeze -thaw cycles.34 Though global
warming will also benefit the masonry structures with a tendency toward increasing frostfree days in the future, the impacts of freeze thaw cycle cannot be overlooked. On the other
hand, the increasing water vapor resulting from continuous precipitation will retard the
drying process. The evaporation between two consecutive precipitation events is not
adequate to prevent the accumulation of moisture in the construction, leading to more water
infiltration.35
4.0 MATERIAL VULNERABILITIES
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Masonry is a porous building material that is subject to water permeance through its
units as well as mortar joints.
4.1 Definition and History
The American Society for Testing Materials and Materials defines brick as "a solid
masonry unit of clay or shale, usually formed into a rectangular prism while plastic and
burned or fired in a kiln. Brick is a ceramic product."36 The sun-dried mud brick was the
earliest brick that used approximately 10,000 years ago for building construction. To
improve the strength of brick units, clay material is fired in a kiln to vitrify, producing a
burnt brick, a stronger unit. Fired clay bricks are more resilient in utilization.37 Brick was
always a popular material for building construction all over the world until modern times.
A high proportion of heritage is composed of brick.
Historically speaking, the Industrial Revolution dramatically improved the
development of brick making. Brick became a more popular material for building
construction than stones, and was broadly used in diverse buildings. Clayton’s brick
making machine in 1855, and Huffman’s Kiln in 1865 greatly accelerated the production
of bricks. In the early 20th century, the use of brick construction severely limited the size
and height of buildings. The desire to build skyscrapers reduced the use of structural brick
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walls masonry and relegated it to low and midrise construction and veneer.38
4.2 Material Properties
4.2.1 Brick
Brick is a universal building material, of which the components and manufacturing
process are almost the same all over the world. Brick is commonly used for its durability
and aesthetic value. Given the construction techniques used requiring that a worker to keep
the brick in one hand and leave the other hand free for the trowel, the size of the brick unit
is similar with acceptable differences in length and depth all over the world. Sometimes,
cooler regions requires larger bricks for thicker walls.
Clay brick was fired at a temperature of 900–1150°C for a period of 8–15 hours.39
The firing process coverts the alumino silicate clays to a hard and rigid ceramic material
that is chemically composed predominantly of silica (55-65%)，and alumina (10-25%)
combined with as much as 25% of other constituents. Quartz sand is commonly used in
brick making because of its capacity to reduce shrinkage, aid demolding and create an open
texture to accelerate the drying process. Besides quartz, unusual inclusions are always
found in historic brick buildings, such as fuel which is commonly added, and crushed rock
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and burnt brick that are sometimes added as inert filler.40 The compressive strength of
brick is determined by the firing. In the United States, clay brick has a mean unit
compressive strength of 15346 psi (105.8 MPa), with a standard deviation of 5065 psi (34.9
MPa).41 The firing process drives off the water and carbon dioxide in the clay and coverts
the clay to a porous material that is stable in water, high temperatures and weathering. In
firing stage the finest pores seems change their volume and therefore causes a linear
shrinkage of the material leading to surface reduction.42
Porosity and permeability depends on the clay composition, firing temperature and
firing duration- all physical characteristics that control the material’s ability to absorb water
and consequent its susceptibility to damage from water driven mechanisms.43 The porosity
is a measure of the percentage of the volume of voids of the total volume.
% Porosity = (Vvoids/Vtotal) x 100
Permeability measures the ability that a material can transmit gas, fluid or liquid from
one end to the other. According to Darcy’s Law, the permeability is associated with porosity,
and the interconnection between pores. Traditionally, the moisture content inside the brick
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before drying process is 20-25%, illustrating suction percentage of brick when saturated.44
Kerstin Elert and Giuseppe Cultrone once examined the deterioration performance of
bricks with different firing temperatures and found that samples burnt at a lower
temperature are less resistant, and show significant deterioration due to fracturing. While
samples fired at 1100 C displayed noweight loss or damage due to lower porosity and a
favorable pore size distribution.45
4.2.2 Mortar
Mortars and plasters are systems comprised of binders, aggregates, water, and
additives in various proportions. The most common binders include clay, gypsum, lime (air
and hydrated), hydraulic limes, natural and artificial cements. Usually, mortar is classified
in two groups, lime-based mortar and cement-based mortar.
Lime is the generic term for calcium oxide (CaO)-quicklime, and calcium hydroxide
(Ca(OH)2)-hydrated lime. Lime is derived from burning limestone, which is the first step
of the lime cycle. Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) in the limestone is decomposed into calcium
oxide (CaO) and carbon dioxide (CO2) under high temperature (more than 880 degree
centigrade). The calcium oxide reacts with water and forms slaked lime that can be used
for lime putty, hydrated lime and coarse stuff. Gradually, Calcium hydroxide reacts with
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the carbon dioxide (CO2) in the air and forms calcium carbonate (CaCO3). Adequate water
is required in the slaking process in order to prevent the coagulation which might reduce
the plasticity of mortar.46

Figure 11. Lime cycle
Source. Drawn by author

Lime as the traditional mortar material has excellent plasticity and water retentivity,
but low in strength and slow to cure, and it is now widely neglected in modern buildings.
Lime mortar set is also retarded by cold wet weather.47 Masonry joints with lime-base
mortar need to be repaired from time to time. A wall with lime-based mortar will have low
compressive strength, but good flexural strength. The compressive strength of brickwork
with lime-based mortar is 100-125lb/in2.48 Lime mortar can be made hydraulic by adding
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hydraulic materials, pozzolans, such as volcanic sand. Natural cement, the so called
‘Roman Cements’, is eminently hydraulic lime. The cement is characterized with its quick
set with sand or volcanic earth in a proportion of 1:1. Roman cement was only available
until the 1960s and is no longer used.49
Portland cement is a type of artificial cement that is manufactured from limestone and
clay. When heated, limestone gives off carbon dioxide and leaves a residue of calcium
oxide, while clay and shale that mainly consist of kaolinite (Al2O3.2SiO2 .2H2O)
dissociates into alumina and silica. In the heating process, a compound of calcium oxide
and silica, calcium oxide and alumina is formed. 50 Cement-based mortars are all
impermeable and strong with high compressive strength and a low water retentivity. A wall
with cement-based mortar will be strong but may be vulnerable to rain penetration. The
compressive strength of brickwork with cement-based mortar is 150-250lb/in2.51 With low
permanence, cement mortar is resist to rain infiltration but also works as an impediment
for moisture drying once the water gets into the wall. After long periods of exposure and
weathering, micro cracks are formed on cement mortar that allows the penetration of rain
water and transmits moisture to the inner core of brick units. However, during the drying
process the low permeability precludes the exitance of moisture and makes the wall
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wetter.52
Mortar joints brick masonry play a critical role in moisture absorption and migration.
Traditionally, mortar should always be less strength and less porous than masonry units so
that any cracks will mostly occur in the mortar joints where they can more easily be
repaired.53
4.3 Moisture Driven Deterioration
The water molecule is 0.3 nanometers in diameter and water can therefore enter the
pores greater than this size.54 Water transmits into brick and penetrates through pores and
consequently causes deterioration such as spalling, efflorescence, and staining.
4.3.1 Wetting and Drying Process
Water that comes into the brick masonry construction can be described in two kinds.
 From exterior climate events;
 From relatively stable environment;
The first type is accidental and intermittent, such as rainfalls, snow, storms or any
other extreme climate events that might have unexpected influences on moisture content
in the context, and force the moisture into brick masonry structures. Driving rain is the
largest source for above grade building enclosures. The second way includes the typical
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surrounding environment, such as the relative humidity, exterior and interior, and moisture
from soil, which is relatively stable.
Moistures that migrates into the exterior walls is from two sources.
 Vapor migration by diffusion and convection.
 Water penetration by pressure flow and capillarity
Vapor moves into the material according to the hydro-thermal law of dynamics. On
one hand, water molecules in the air move into brick through pores; one the other hand,
vapor that condenses on the surface is absorbed by the material as liquid.55 Liquid water
is the main source for moisture absorption. Water can get into the material by wicking the
water in soil or on the surface by capillarity, otherwise pressure flow may force the water
migration in a certain direction.
The mechanism in moisture absorption by rain and rising damp is different. Moisture
from surrounding soil migrates into brick masonry structures mainly through capillary rise
in porous masonry units. While rain penetration is caused by both capillary suction of
masonry units and importantly pressure flow in micro cracks of mortar joints. Water
penetrates through cracks wider than 0.1mm, and is absorbed by openings smaller than
0.5mm.56 When wind driving rain occurs, a large part of water is forced by wind pressure
into cracks of mortar, and a small proportion of water penetrates into pores in brick units.
55
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Figure 12. Wetting and drying process through a brick wall section
Source. Drawn by author

Evaporation is the most common way for water to move out of the porous material.
The drying process is directly related to the conversion of humid and dry context, without
which moisture cannot be a risk in masonry degradation. The external wall is more
susceptible to direct exposure though some key issues in deterioration are rising damp, salt
30

crystallization and frost.
4.3.2 Rising Damp
Rising damp is the phenomena that describes the uptake of moisture through capillary
sized pores that eventually evaporates at a certain height to reach a condition of equilibrium.
Moisture from the ground goes up into the masonry structure in successive stages.57 Water
transports to the inner part of the wall first by capillary action and then gradually migrates
to the outsides, and exits by evaporation. The inner core of the wall has a higher moisture
content than the outside surface. Generally, the average evaporation rate of a damp wall is
0.4-10g/m2, the rate might increase from three to five times when exposed to sunshine and
wind58. When moisture invasion stabilizes at a particular height, the amount of water that
enters from the bottom is equal with the amount of water evaporates to the air, and the wall
reaches a condition of equilibrium. However, the given height indicates the most vulnerable
part of the wall, where efflorescence, spalling and erosion frequently occur. Rising damp
is also the major cause of surface salt crystallization. Compared with rain, moisture from
soil has higher concentrations of ca2+，mg2+， na1+， so42-， no3- and cl- in soluble salt.59
Along with the evaporation from rising damp is the crystallization of soluble salt on the
surface.
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Figure 13. Distribution of moisture in a brick wall with rising damp
Source. Adapted from Giovanni

4.3.3 Salt Crystallization
Salt crystallization occurs when a solution of salt in water is deposited under drying
conditions. The growth of salt crystals might reduce the strength of the material and make
the porous material vulnerable to pressure and weathering. The growth of the salt crystals
is an expansive process that causes powdering, spalling, and delamination of the outer
masonry.60
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The two main mechanisms of salt crystallization are spalling and efflorescence. On
one hand, water that is absorbed in the brick migrates into brickwork via capillary flow
and evaporates at the surface, with salt left behind inside the pores. As time goes by, salt
concentrates because of continuing evaporation process. To reach a balance, more water
migrates to the surface to dilute the salt and forms a kind of hydrostatic pressure, which is
also called “osmosis”, with a pressure of 3000-5000 psi. When the pressure is stronger
than the brick, the brick would flake apart and form “spalling”.61 Research that focuses
on periodic climate change shows that deterioration happens during the wetting process
rather than the drying process. It is the rate of humidity change that affects the salt
deterioration. The more rapid the humidity change, the worse the wall is damaged.62
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Figure 14. Salt crystallization process
Source. Drawn by author, adapted from Lstiburek

On the other hand, moisture moves to the surface of brick and evaporates, leaving salt
crystals on the surface. The layer of salt crystals is the efflorescence. Efflorescence is the
performance of rising damp, and is the cause of the fail of mortar. In historic structures, the
mortar with a higher proportion of lime is more vulnerable. Capillary water prefers to erode
34

the more permeable mortar matrix than brick. Therefore, weaker and softer mortar is
always used in traditional masonry construction to prevent the brick masonry from damage.
For instance, re-pointing is a common and traditional method in protecting brick from
damage. Instead, if the mortar is stronger than brick, the brick must be sacrificed to preserve
the mortar, which is the worst problem.
4.3.4 Freeze-Thaw Cycles
Studies in Spain reveal that performance differences are the result of vitrification
degree, porosity and pore size distribution according to hygric and weathering tests. High
porosity brick with a high proportion of open pores has poor resistance to freezing.63 Most
times, water migrates through masonry through permeable pores, and is stored in the pores.
Whenever, the water starts transforming from liquid to ice it will affect the behavior of
brick from two aspects, one is frost heave, and the other is freeze-thaw cycle.
During the freezing process, the maximum density of water occurs at 4 ℃ (34.2 F),
after which both the volume and density change. When the temperature is below 0 ℃, ice
is formed inside the pores with an expanded volume. The volume increases by about 9%,
and presses on the confining brick, pushing on the inner surface of the pores and causing
micro cracks or spalling.64
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Figure 15. Change profile of density
Source. Michael. C Henry

The freeze-thaw cycle happens in a relatively stable condition, even a few degrees
change in temperature and a small increase in precipitation would threat the behavior of
brick. Moreover, the freeze-thaw cycle is the duplication of freezing and melting and a
process of damage accumulation that may amplify the effect of slight changes65. The triple
damages are from the expansion strength of ice, hydrostatic pressure of water and loss of
soluble salt in moisture transforming and migration. The loss of soluble salt reduces the
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strength of brick, causing more micro cracks or enlarges the micro cracks into appreciable
cracks which will accelerate the deterioration of brick.
4.3.5 Staining
Most common staining on the surface of masonry construction is biological growth
or metal staining. Shady and humid environments are ideal for mould and fungi, leaving
yellowish or greenish soiling on the surface of masonry construction. This kind of stain can
hardly be removed by environmental factors and will last for a long time. Another common
stain is caused by iron corrosion, when water infiltrates the masonry construction, the acid
rainwater reacts with the iron assemblies inside the construction, chemically forming the
soluble Fe3O4, which dissolves in the water and moves by the capillaries until its final
evaporation on the brick surface. The water exits leaving the reddish salt of Fe3+ on the
surface which finally turns black as a result of oxidation. (Fig 15) However, the British
study about the soiling patterns on the Cathedral Church of St John the Baptist in Norwich,
UK shows that metal caused stains periodically appear considering the carbon dioxide
emission and acid components in rainfall. The result of climate change and industry
development can partly remove the soiling on the surface by the H+ in rainfall. (Fig16)
More and more researches on masonry surface recession indicate a high confidence in
soiling removing in the future.
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Figure 16. Iron staining and efflorescence
Photo. L. Franke, Damage atlas

4.4 Relationship between Masonry and Mortar
4.4.1 Construction Differences between Traditional and New Construction
The material properties, construction techniques, and the combination properties of
brick and mortar can result in different performance responses of brick masonry structures.
In general, buildings constructed after World War II are less durable than those built before
the 1950s. According to Giovanni, deterioration of traditional construction is mainly
caused by weathering related to moisture, while post war construction fails due to poor
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construction and improper material options.66 Differences in the fireclay from mined rock
integrated with water to create “a clay-like substance for brick making”, 67 and denser
uniform microstructures from machine processes and results in lower porosity and
permeability. The suction percentage of machine made brick is 20-35 %, while the suction
percentage of traditional brick is 35-55%. The same differences occur in mortar, the suction
proportion of cement based mortar is 5-20%, instead of 20-35% in lime based mortar.68 If
the evaporation rate of traditional soft brick is 1, the evaporate rate of machine-made red
brick is only one half, the lime-based mortar is 1/5, and the cement-based mortar is 1/50.69
4.4.2 Active Relationship
In traditional brick masonry structures, the suction capacity and capillarity of brick is
higher than the mortar. The interaction relationship between mortar and brick is relatively
active yet durable displaying good durability of the system. Brick plays a major role in
water suction with a higher rate of absorption. Water in turn mainly migrates inside or
between brick units, even in vertical directions. Under traditional construction conditions,
water from capillary action reaches an equilibrium in a short time. Even if the mortar has
a higher evaporation rate than brick in drying process, the water that inside the porous
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material can all move to surface and exit the wall gradually.

Figure 17: Water distribution in traditional brick masonry structure, indicating water distribution in pores in
both high porosity mortar and brick. The wetting process started with suction of brick, then moisture
transmits to mortar until evenly distribution in a damped situation.
Source. Drawn by author, adapted from Torraca.
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4.4.3 Passive Relationship
In contrast, the interaction between mortar and brick is rather passive in new
construction where the mortar displays a higher porosity than brick units. Generally, the
joint is solid and the permeance of the masonry structure is mainly affected by the porosity
of the brick; however, if the joint is not well filled, water will mainly infiltrate through the
joints.70 The condition in new constructions is much like a poor joint condition in which
moisture is transmitted from the mortar joints. Nevertheless, researchers have proven that
mortar cannot cause rising damp without the capillary of bricks.71 The two preconditions
of rising damp are continuous water supply and high suction materials that surround the
mortar. The capillarity of mortar alone is not adequate for moisture invasion.
Owning to the passive interaction between mortar and brick, the moisture driven
deterioration in new construction is more complex and the deterioration mechanism can be
cataloged into two types. The first type is lime-based mortar and machine-made brick units,
a combination of higher porosity mortar and lower porosity brick. When mortar becomes
the predominant moisture carrier, moisture transmits through the joints in a structure,
leaving the mortar as the most vulnerable component, resulting in cracking and flaking.72
Along with a loss in mortar joints is the moisture that contributes to degradation at an
accelerated speed. Simultaneously, when moisture transmits through mortar joints,
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moisture that migrates into brick units sometimes may cause a wet edge and dry inner core
of brick units. The wet edges of brick behave differently to salt crystallization, causing
reduction in material strength, and flaking as time goes by. This is the most vulnerable
situation in construction. (Fig 18)
The second deterioration typology is the result of cement-based mortar. The low
permeability and porosity in both mortar and brick units results in a situation of poor
capillary performance in masonry structures, in which moisture mainly transports through
brick units. However, unlike traditional brick units with good capillarity and transmits
water evenly and quickly in a short period,73 new construction requires a longer time for
drying. Once moisture gets into the inner core of brick units, it will only dry well on the
outside remaining moist inside with more time for moisture to move to the surface for
evaporation.74 (Fig 18) Once the temperature gets below 0 ℃, moisture transforms into
ice and frost heave results. The freeze- thaw cycle will intensify the deterioration and cause
the damage of the outside surface.
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Figure 18. Water distribution in newly constructed brick masonry structure, indicating water distribution in
low porosity mortar and low porosity brick units. The wetting process started with water transmittal through
mortar joints, and then dampen the edge of brick units. In the drying process, some water may be stuck in the
inner core of brick units and hard to exit. The stored water may cause damage to brick with frost behavior.
Source. Drawn by author, adapted from Torraca.
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The high dilatation coefficient of cement-based mortar makes the problem much
worse under more intense precipitation events. Long-term behavior of weathering and
exposure causes many micro cracks in the cement based mortar.75 Cracking is faster in
moisture absorption and plays a significant role in moisture suction. Under heavy
precipitation, more moisture is driven into masonry construction through micro cracks. But
the low permeability and porosity of cement-based mortar and machine-made brick block
the entry and drying of moisture. The more water the wall absorbs, the more difficult for
drying processes, the wetter the wall becomes as time goes by. Moreover, the increasing
frequency in precipitation causes the masonry structure to remain in a damp condition and
needs a longer time for drying.76
5.0 CONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE
Since most traditional brick buildings were built of lower density, hand and machinemolded bricks and lime-based mortars, the following part of thesis focuses on the
performance simulation of traditional construction. The performance of brick masonry
structures with high porosity brick and high porosity mortar is assumed based on active
interaction between mortar and brick in different construction types in the city of
Philadelphia.
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5.1 Construction Typology
The diversity in construction typology reflects strategies in overcoming water
infiltration problems and energy efficiency problems in brick masonry structures. The
difference in construction techniques and wall thickness results in varied hydro-thermal
dynamic performances. Even under the same weather conditions, the diverse ways of
wetting and drying may lead to different performance of the masonry surface. According
to the history of construction in the United States, the main methods of brick masonry
construction are three types: solid structural wall, hollow cavity structural wall and curtain
wall.
5.1.1 Solid Structural Wall
The regular size of brick in Philadelphia became standardized as 8x4x2-1/2inches.
The common thickness of a brick masonry wall is 13in, 18in and 22inch，for 1.5, 2，and
2.5 bricks, in which the thickness of mortar is approximately 1 inch per layer. (Fig19) A
critical point in solid structural wall construction is the use of a header course every five to
six courses in order to sustain the heavy weight of the wall77. Base on the construction
regulations in Philadelphia, the wall thickness is correlated to the height and story of the
building. (Table1) The thickest wall is 38inch (3’2) wide that is built on ground floor to
support a building over 10 stories high.
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Figure 19. Construction of a 22in thick solid wall with a head course in every 6 courses.
Source. Drawn by author
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Table 1. Limitation in brick masonry wall thickness in Philadelphia
(inch for thickness, foot for height)

1F

2F

2F

18

13

3F

22

13

13

4F

22

18

13

13

5F

26

18

18

13

13

6F

26

22

18

18

13

13

7F

30

22

22

18

18

13

13

8F

30

26

22

22

18

18

13

13

9F

34

26

26

22

22

18

18

13

13

10F

34

30

26

26

22

22

18

18

13

13

11F

38

30

30

26

26

22

22

18

18

13

13

12F

38

34

30

30

26

26

22

22

18

18

13

3F

4F

5F

6F

7F

8F

9F

10F

11F

12F

HEIGHT
32’4
45’8
59’
72’4
85’8
99’
112’4
125’8
139’
152’4

13

165’8

The climb index (I) of a solid wall depends on the thickness of absorption in section
and the flow rate.
I=H/D (H: suction height D: wall thickness; )
Solid structural wall is the most traditional construction; however, it is not water proof.
The main avenues of water entry is exterior water and interior condensation. Generally,
moisture from the soil migrates into the brick wall by capillary suction and wind-driving
rain, gets into the brick wall through micro cracks in brick units and mortar or by brick
capillary suction.78 Lacking any insulation for heat and moisture, solid brick walls make
the interior hot in summer and cold in winter owning to the poor ventilation and thermal
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bridge in construction. Moreover, the wall is always damped with apparent efflorescence
on the surface.79
5.1.2 Hollow Cavity Structural Wall
The hollow cavity structural wall was originally built to prevent moisture passing
through to the interior, but this was gradually abandoned because of the difficulty in
construction was overwhelming for its advantages. (Fig20) Hollow cavity walls are much
more expensive than solid walls and were commonly used in residential buildings in North
America. The intervening space between the two layers of brick acts as an insulating
medium preventing water penetration and thermal leakage and helps keep the room warm
in winter and cool in summer.80
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Figure 20. Construction of a hollow cavity wall with a bonding in every 5 courses.
Source. Drawn by author

The ideal proposal is an uninterrupted air space, leaving no connection between the
two brick wythes. However, uninterrupted air space is impossible in practice, and bonding
is a necessity in supporting the heavy weight of the structure. Since water may infiltrate
from the exterior to the inside surface of the brick wall through bonding, the connection of
bonding is critical in solving the problem of water invasion.
5.1.3 Curtain Wall
The curtain wall is widely used in modern skeleton constructions in modern times in
the US. The envelope only supports the load of its own weight and saves much space by
reducing wall thickness. Curtain wall construction is only used above the ground floor, and
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seldom extended underground. Unlike hollow cavity walls, bonding is no longer available
between the two layers of bricks. Moreover, ventilation in the cavity helps sustain moisture
tolerance.81 The cavity is sometimes opened with open joints that drain the water from the
cavity and balance the air pressure in the cavity.

Figure 21. Construction of a curtain wall with ventilation in the cavity and drainage gap at bottom
Source. Drawn by author
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A vapor barrier was originally designed to prevent the wetting process of assemblies.
Theoretically speaking, the fundamental principle is to control water by draining out when
water invades the brick envelope. The principal is simple and ideal, however, the cavity
acts as a barrier to prevent the drying process of assemblies.82 These issues will grow more
complex and severe as a consequence of increasing moisture from climate change.
5.2 Performance Conjecture
This section assumes the performance tolerance of the three brick masonry
constructions based on projected climate scenarios in Philadelphia, and suggest possible
solutions in preventive preservation. Since more intense precipitation events occur mostly
in winter and spring in the Northeast, the hypothesis is mainly focused on the moisture
infiltration of wind-driven rain and a normally drying process in the two seasons when
interior temperature is higher than exterior.
5.2.1 Solid Structural Wall
The main risk of moisture driven deterioration is from rain infiltration and frost.
Normally, without any precipitation, the dominant source for moisture invasion is from
ground water in the soil. Water absorbed through capillary rise moves up within the wall
section and then distributes through the pores from the inner core to surfaces on both sides,
leaving a relative high moisture content in the middle. The moisture content on both sides
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of the wall is symmetrical under regular conditions, the base has the most moisture then
gradually decreases as height increases. (Fig22)

Figure 22. The moisture content is relatively symmetrical on both faces.
Source. Giovanni, Damp, 42

Water from precipitation gets into the wall through micro cracks in the joints and the
capillary pores of the brick. When moisture passes through the brick wall, the moisture
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content is determined by capillarity and evaporation rate of the masonry material. As shown
in Figure 23, at the beginning of rain infiltration, wind pressure and material capillarity
work together to influence the horizontal penetration. Generally, wind pressure is less than
12kg/m2 with less than 45km/h wind speed, as much as the pressure of 12mm water,
indicating that wind can only drive water into the brick wall’s surface, and the absorption
is mainly determined by brick’s capillarity and material properties. When Mamillan
checked the capillary absorption power of a wall in 1966, moisture transportation through
joints was detected during monitoring, which was 4-5 times stronger than the moisture
penetration in brick. Actually, if the environment is damp enough, moisture can penetrate
through the wall. However, the situation is really ideal, and moisture can only penetrate 67cm in general conditions.
Besides the water from precipitation, soil moisture, and water vapor in the air from
the exterior, a small amount of water gets into the wall from the interior as condensation
on interior surfaces because of the rain driven decline in temperature. As with rain water,
water from condensation penetrates the wall by capillary, and can hardly reach a depth
more than 8cm. Consequently, condensation may impact the moisture content of a thin wall,
but can diffuse in the wall and merge with the moisture from rising damp and shows
negligible impact on thick wall sections. Another case in condensation is that water vapor
moves into the wall by air pressure and transforms into liquid in the wall because of the
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poor thermal insulation and a low thermal conduct coefficient, which is the so called
interstitial condensation.
Schiile’s experiments in exterior walls well illustrate the moisture fluctuation in an
exterior wall. (Fig23) The moisture content of a brick wall is symmetrical in both sides
before precipitation. At the beginning of rain fall, the exterior surface displayed a rise in
moisture content, then the moisture content of the interior surface increased as a result of
condensation. In the following three days, the wall displayed a wetting process and passed
the moisture from outside to inside until equilibrium was reached. Then the wall started a
rather long drying process, which is longer than the wetting process, until another
equilibrium constant was reached when the exterior moisture content was slightly higher
than that of interior wall.83
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Figure 23. Moisture content profile during wetting and drying process of a brick wall under precipitation
Data: Giovanni, Damp, 175; Drawn by author

Base on a projection of climate change, the assumption is focused on heavier rainfall
and continuous rainfall over a long-time period. With more intense precipitation events,
the exterior surface of the wall will show an increase in moisture content, and have an
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increased water absorption each time because of heavier rainfall. Also, moisture
accumulation will extend the drying time to reach an equilibrium. The deterioration of a
solid wall can be divided into three cases.
The first case is caused by more moisture absorption. Because of heavier precipitation,
more water penetrates the wall through mortar joints and more water was distributed in
both brick units and mortar joints. When the wall is very damp, mortar and brick displays
a close moisture content because of similar porosity in material properties. At this moment,
the stronger suction inertance of mortar forces more moisture transportation through joints
and more water absorption in the mortar, which drive the mortar to a state of saturation
quickly. However, the brick that is not saturated keeps withdrawing water from the mortar
bed below the brick units, causing surface cracking in the mortar bed that leads to more
water infiltration in the future. The more the water penetrates, the more vulnerable the wall
will be. Salt crystallization and cracking would reinforce the loop of moisture driven
deterioration.
The second problem occurs in drying process. Krischer and Gorlings have studied
the rate of evaporation and found that porous materials behave in a constant evaporation
rate during first drying phase, and then have a rapid decline in evaporation rate during the
second drying phase. (Fig24) The experimental explanation is that when a porous material
is close to saturation, the evaporation rate is greatly decided by the suction power of the
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surrounding environment rather than the material property alone, and when the wall is not
damped, the material property will influence the evaporation rate in drying. Along with
global warming and heavier precipitation is higher relative humidity in the air, which will
slow down the evaporation rate of the wall at the beginning of the drying phase, and extend
the drying time that the wall needs to reach an equilibrium.84

Figure 24.Krischer and Gorling’s graph of the variation in evaporation rate as a function of a brick
Source. Giovanni, Damp, 27
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The third issue is associated with the increasing frequency in rainfalls. The long-time
process of drying is also a process of masonry homogenization that witnesses the
progressive reduction of the temperature difference between indoor air temperature and
masonry surface temperature.
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Under the scenario of increasing frequency in

precipitation, the evaporation between two consecutive precipitation events is not adequate
to prevent the accumulation of moisture in construction, causing the wall to become wetter
in the long term. Moreover, as more water accumulates in the wall, the moisture may rise
to a higher level, leaving a large and rising area of efflorescence. On one hand, the
increasing efflorescence may destroy the aesthetic value of historic buildings; on the other
hand, higher rising damp means a higher risk of weathering. Also, more moisture storage
in the wall may highlight the risk of frost. The more water that is stored in the wall, the
more pressure from expansion, the less strength the wall will have.
5.2.2 Hollow Cavity Walls
The bonding that connects the exterior surface and interior surface is critical in
moisture driven deterioration in hollow cavity walls. The cavity in the hollow cavity wall
is originally designed as insulation to create a thermal bridge and prevent transportation.
However, bonding works as a bridge in hollow cavity walls that can transport both energy
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and moisture.

Figure 25. Hollow cavity wall section showing the changes in heavier precipitation
Drawn by author

In Figure 25, hollow cavity wall is composed of a one brick thick exterior wall, half
brick thick interior wall and cavity air layer in the middle. Insulated by an exterior wall,
the cavity has a slightly higher temperature than the outside environmental temperature,
but lower than the indoor temperature. The law of thermodynamics indicates that heat
transmits from high to low autonomously. Heat passes through the interior wall and
becomes cold vapor in the cavity, then water vapor moves to the exterior surface from the
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cavity to balance the air pressure inside the wall, sometimes water vapor condenses on the
exterior side surface of the cavity. The limitation in ventilation of the cavity possibly can
make the air space damper and cause staining, mould, and fungi on the cavity surface over
time. However, the air pressure and thermal transmittal in the cavity somehow reduces the
risk of frost.
The problems associated with bonding are more severe and complex. First, the area
inside the wall with the cavity works as a break to stop moisture transmittal in the wall,
bonding is the bridge for both moisture and thermal transmittal. Rain invades the wall
through joints and passes to the interior through bonding and its mortar bed. Generally
speaking, water infiltration is predominantly precluded by the cavity and bonding is the
only connection between interior and exterior surface for moisture transmittal, so bonding
is the place for more moisture invasion and accumulation beyond doubt. Similarly, as with
the mechanism in the solid wall, the more water infiltrates, the more vulnerable the bonding
could be. Moreover, under the impacts of gravity and rising damp, the bonding at the
bottom has a higher risk of moisture driven degradation.
Climate change will result in more intense precipitation events which will force more
moisture into brick masonry systems. In hollow cavity wall construction, the construction
of the exterior surface is same as that in a solid wall, so that the deterioration mechanism
in hollow cavity wall’s exterior surface is similar to the solid wall in which water penetrates
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through mortar joints and brick capillary suction. In hydrothermal performance, the mortar
is more vulnerable because of its strong suction power that helps transmit and store more
moisture in the wetting process, and loses moisture easily in the drying process. Moreover,
mortar deterioration in turn reinforces the deterioration of brick.
The moisture driven decay in bonding is noticeable. On the one hand, successive
mortar joints in bonding is the main component for rain infiltration and water distribution
from exterior to interior. With heavier precipitation, mortar reaches saturation first, then
supplies moisture to brick units above mortar beds until very damped, and leads to a
consequently damper structure in the future. On the other hand, limited ventilation in the
cavity precludes the drying process of bonding causing longer duration for the moisture in
the inner core of bonding to exit. Lastly, the bonding, as a bridge for heat and moisture, is
vulnerable to temperature fluctuations. Even if the cavity is a buffer zone for temperature
decreases inside the wall, occurrence of frost in the bonding brick is inevitable, let alone
freeze -thaw cycling. As time goes by, frost and evaporation would reduce the strength of
brick masonry structure and may cause a break in the bonding in the future that may
influence load capacity of the whole structure.
5.2.3 Curtain Wall
The rain control principal of the curtain wall is determined by its storage and
drainage. Water can only penetrate to the cavity, even the water that gets into the wall
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from veneer leakage is stored in the cavity, then drains out through the weep holes on the
veneer surface. Screened drained walls reflect the improvement in rain control techniques
in building envelopes that combines the architectural construction details with penetration
mechanism of rain water. The practical screen drained wall is composed of a half brick
thick screen, a thin air layer as a drainage gap, a drainage plan and flashing at the bottom
to direct water outwards, a drain hole for weeping and a one brick thick interior wall.
Drainage gaps work to break capillary suction from the exterior and remaining moisture
clinging on the inside surface of the veneer wall, then weeps to the flashing at the bottom
because of gravity and finally drains out. Drainage gaps also help to remove air leakage
condensation that attaches to the backside of the cladding.
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Figure 26 Curtain wall section shows the changes in heavier precipitation
Drawn by author

Different from the air space in hollow cavity wall construction, the curtain wall is
provided with available ventilation in the cavity. The holes at the top and bottom provide
circulation for air in the cavity, the wider the gap, the more ventilation is required in the air
space. Also, ventilation allows for pressure moderation. The air circulation in the cavity is
effective in balancing air pressure and declining pressure difference between inside and
outside, which helps release the pressure on water vapor invasion.
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The first impact from more intense precipitation events on curtain wall construction
is the accumulation of water in the drainage gap if the hole in the veneer is not large enough
for water drainage, consequently resulting in deterioration inside the wall. Water would
penetrate the interior wall and pass to the indoor surface for evaporation by capillary
suction. However, wall paper or plaster of the interior surface is served with low
permeability that would cost more time in the drying process and make the wall wetter and
wetter. Moreover, the wall may remain damp after long term accumulation, and lead to
more aesthetic deterioration on the surface such as soiling and biological growth.
Another issue is the significant amount of water that is stored in the wall, even if most
of the water is discharged by drainage. However, water vapor in the cavity is mostly
expelled through diffusion and airflow. When the wall is under sun exposure or the exterior
temperature is higher than the indoor temperature, the water vapor would flow to the
exterior wall; when the exterior temperature is lower than indoor temperature, the warm
vapor evaporates from the interior wall with some remaining in the brick and causing soling
on the wall.
The thin veneer wall on the exterior surface also explains the accumulated water in
the cavity so that water passes through the veneer wall converges in the drain gap as liquid.
Mortar joints are a main pathway for water infiltration and are under a considerable risk of
moisture erosion. Also, cladding remains damp or saturated as a consequence of continuous
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rainfall and thin section in veneer. And the more water is stored in the brick, the more it is
under the threat of frost heave and freeze-thaw cycling, losing strength in structure and
causing spalling on the surface. The spalling or cracks offers a pathway for wind driven
rain directly into the interior wall. In all the processes, the veneer is the most vulnerable
and also has to confront the problems of salt crystallization.
6.0 SIMULATION
In terms of projecting the future scenario of moisture deterioration to brick masonry
construction, computer modeling is one of the most effective approaches to provide a
reference and prove a hypothesis. In this thesis, I will discuss the performance tolerance of
three brick masonry constructions (solid structural wall, hollow cavity wall and curtain
wall) in the temperate climate zone of Philadelphia based on a the 2D simulation
calculation by WUFI, make analysis and develop a comparison between different
construction methods, material parameters, climate and environmental parameters,
including rain exposure factor and temperature, considering the result and output profile,
and verify the previous conjecture.
6.1 Methodology
The simulation with cold year climate data works as a reference group, while the one
with warm year climate data acts as a comparison group to simulate the climate change
condition with a higher temperature and more intense precipitation events on the three
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types of brick masonry construction. In the database of WUFI, the mean temperature of a
cold year is 11.6 ℃ with a 68.8% relative humidity, the annual precipitation is 1051.2mm,
while the mean temperature of a warm year is 13.3 ℃, with a slight lower relative humidity
of 67.4%, and the annual precipitation is 1308.4mm. (Fig27) Difference between initial
temperature and mean temperature of a warm year is 1.7, close to the projected temperature
increase in global warming in the climate reports, which is no more than 2℃（3.6℉） so
the initial temperature in both group is 11.6℃ with an initial relative humidity of 68.8%,
showing that the initial moisture content of one particular construction is same in both
reference groups and comparison groups. Besides climate data, the difference in the
comparison group lies in the precipitation. In the reference group, the environmental
parameter is medium rain condition, while the comparison group uses severe rain instead
to imitate heavier precipitation, whose rain exposure factor (FE) is 1.4 high than 1.0 of
medium precipitation. According to the climate data in the city of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, US, the wall is set to southern exposure because of the predominant wind
driven rain from the south and southeast. In practice, each comparison group simulation is
conducted twice with a 2-year calculation and a 10-year calculation. The 2-year calculation
is used to represent the detail profile in the short term, while the 10-year calculation is used
to simulate the problem of long term accumulation.
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Figure 27. Climate information of cold year in Philadelphia
Source. WUFI Database
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Figure 28. Climate information of warm Philadelphia
Source. WUFI Database

The material parameter is also significant in the simulation. The main material in the
simulation is the red matt clay brick from North America, whose porosity is 21.7% with
the default parameter of WUFI. As moisture increases, the moisture of hydroscopic regime
is at a low rate, while the suction rate of capillary is high, which means the red brick has a
strong capillarity. (Fig29, 30)
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Figure 29. Liquid Transport Coefficient of red matt clay brick in WUFI database
Source. WUFI Database

Figure 30. Suction property profile of red matt clay brick in WUFI database
Source. WUFI Database
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Figure 31. Simulation Layers in 2D section
Source. WUFI Database
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Each type of masonry construction has its analysis compared to the reference group
and the comparison group. (Fig31) The simulation in the solid structural wall is based on
a regular thickness of 18in, a thickness of two bricks. However, the simulation of the
hollow cavity wall is divided into two cases. The first case is a regular hollow wall, with a
one brick thick (0.24m) exterior surface, 0.13m air layer, and half brick thick (0.12m)
interior surface. The other case is to study the problem that occurs to the bonding.
Considering the fact that brick has a higher porosity than mortar in traditional masonry
construction, the red matt clay brick is eventually replaced by buff matt clay brick, whose
porosity is 35.1%, to compose an active relationship between mortar and brick during the
simulation. The section of bonding is composed of 0.24m buff brick, 10mm lime based
mortar and 0.24m buff brick. However, the curtain wall has the opposite settings to the
hollow cavity wall, the exterior surface is composed of 0.12m thick red brick and the
interior surface is composed of 0.24m thick red brick, with a 25-mm air layer in the middle.
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Figure 32. Liquid Transport Coefficient of buff matt clay brick in WUFI database
Source. WUFI Database

Figure 33. Suction property profile of buff matt clay brick in WUFI database
Source. WUFI Database
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6.2 Results
In the final calculation, the data of the 2-year and 10-year simulation is almost similar
in all three kinds of brick masonry constructions, so the following discussions are mainly
base on the calculation result of the 2-year simulation.

Table 2. Calculation data of simulation I cold year climate and warm year climate.
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In the results of the solid brick wall’s 2-year simulation under cold year conditions,
the moisture content (MC) of the whole construction starts from 0.83kg/m2, and ends at
0.81 kg/m2, with a 2.4% decrease in moisture. At the beginning, the initial moisture content
is the same on both the exterior surface and the interior surface (1.74kg/m3). As a result of
rain infiltration and water vapor invasion, the exterior surface displays dramatic wetting
and drying processes with a maximum of 2.58 kg/m2, however, the final results on both
sides of the wall show a decrease in moisture content indicating more water existing than
infiltrating. Under the 2-year simulation of warm climate data, the final moisture content
of the whole structure is the same as initial, with less water drying out. The final moisture
content of the exterior surface indicates an apparent increase in moisture, which is an
increase from 1.47 kg/m3to 1.79 kg/m3, an increase of 2.87%. The final moisture content
of the interior surface is 1.66 kg/m3 - same as that of cold climate condition. (Table2)
The regular hollow cavity brick wall with air layer starts with an initial moisture
content of 0.76 kg/m3, the final MC under the cold year climate simulation is 0.72 kg/m3,
a 5.2% decrease, while the final MC of warm climate is 0.73 kg/m2, a decrease of 3.95%.
Since the construction of the hollow cavity wall is similar to that of solid wall, the moisture
content profile of the exterior surface is similar with that of the solid wall. Under cold
conditions, the MC reduced from 1.74kg/m2 to 1.72 kg/m2, (1.14%), while the data shows
an increase in moisture content of exterior surface under warm climate from 1.74 to 1.77,
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a 1.72% increase. The 0.13m air layer and interior surface are drier than wetter in both cold
and warm conditions. Under the cold year climate, the moisture content of the air layer
drops from 1.06 to 0.82, and the final moisture content of the interior surface is 1.64, a
5.74% decrease. While under the warm year climate simulation, the MC of air layer
decreased from 1.06 to 0.81, indicating more moisture lost in the process. The final
moisture content of interior surface is 1.65, a little higher than that in cold conditions.
The simulation of the hollow cavity wall’s bonding is quite different. In the 2-year
simulation, the initial moisture content of the whole structure is 2.12 kg/m3, the final
moisture content is similar in cold climate and warm climate, the moisture content under
cold climate is 2.0 kg/m3, and the one under warm climate is 2.01 kg/m3. The same also
occurs in final moisture content of the interior surface with a change from 2.22 kg/m2 to
2.16 kg/m2. Under the cold climate simulation, the exterior surface, the interior surface,
and the lime mortar are losing more moisture than absorbing it. The lime mortar has the
greatest decrease in moisture at 8.63%. Nevertheless, the exterior surface of the wall under
warm climate conditions witnesses an obvious increase from 2.22 kg/m2 to 2.26 kg/m2, a
1.8% increase. The lime mortar layer is still the one with most moisture drying out, and the
9.3% decrease under warmer climate is stronger than that under cold climate.
In curtain wall, the simulation under cold climate shows a decrease in moisture
content, the moisture content of the whole reduced from 0.65 kg/m3 to 0.63 kg/m3; the MC
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of exterior surface change from 1.73 kg/m2 to 1.74 kg/m2, which is a process of moisture
accumulation; the final moisture content of the interior surface is 1.67 kg/m2 with a 3.5%
decrease. The moisture content of air drops from 1.02 kg/m2 to 0.97 kg/m2, displaying less
moisture discharge than the air layer of the hollow cavity wall. However, the final
calculation under the warm climate illustrates the same moisture content as initial, the final
result for the exterior surface is 1.85 kg/m2 showing a 6.32% increase in moisture content.
The final MC of air layer is 0.91 kg/m2, higher than the 0.81 of the regular hollow cavity
wall.
6.3 Discussion
6.3.1 Moisture Content in Different Construction
When comparing the simulation under cold climate, the moisture content of the whole
structure indicates different moisture tolerances for the different kinds of brick masonry
construction. The initial moisture content of the solid brick wall is the highest, and the
moisture that exits the wall during the simulation is the least with only 2.4%, showing that
the solid wall has a very poor capacity for moisture control, and easily stores the moisture.
While, according to the calculations, the initial and final moisture content of hollow cavity
wall is the lowest indicating a good water control capacity. In simulation, the curtain wall
has the lowest data as hypothesized, however the drainage hole cannot be simulated by the
2D software, leading the calculated result of the veneer wall to be inaccurate. In the
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calculation, the hollow wall with a 0.13m thick air layer has the best capacity in moisture
control. Nevertheless, the 3.1% reduction in moisture content of the veneer wall is still of
excellent moisture control and the exterior surface is easy to become wet because of its thin
section. (Table2)

Figure 34. Comparison of the MC profile of solid wall, hollow cavity wall and curtain wall under cold year
climate simulation, red for solid wall, blue for regular hollow cavity wall and. yellow for curtain wall.

Under regular climate conditions, brick masonry structures evaporate more water than
they absorb. Both rain water and water vapor enter the wall mainly through the exterior
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surface. As time goes by, the moisture content of the exterior surface will fluctuate
dramatically according to changes in temperature and relative humidity. The moisture
content profile of the exterior surface shows an increasing tendency in moisture
accumulation in spring and summer as a result of a large amount of precipitation, and a
drying tendency in fall and winter. When comparing the simulated result of the interior
surface, confidence is high that the interior surface has a delay in moisture content increase
compared with the moisture content profile of the exterior surface, indicating that
condensation is the main water source for the interior surface. Also, the final moisture
content of the interior surface is mainly determined by the interior temperature and relative
humidity in the air, so the equilibrium moisture content of all interior surfaces is
approximate 1.66 kg/m2.（Fig 35） The moisture tolerance of the interior surface is also
influenced by the thickness of the wall, since the interior surface of the veneer wall is
similar with the construction of the solid brick wall; the final moisture content for them is
the same, while the interior surface of the hollow cavity wall has a lower moisture content
because of its thin section.
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Figure 35. Moisture content profile comparison between interior surface and exterior surface of a solid brick
wall section. Red for interior surface Mc profile, Blue for exterior surface profile. Compare the profile in a
short period it is evident that the wetting process on interior surface is a little later than that on exterior surface.

The bonding simulation of the hollow cavity wall is a particular case, where the buff
matt clay brick is used with Portland lime mortar to simulate the condition of traditional
masonry structure. The brick has a higher porosity than the lime mortar in order to eliminate
the passive relationship in brick and mortar. The profile indicates that the mortar has a more
dramatic fluctuation in moisture and has the greatest loss of moisture in the process, and
proves the hypothesis that moisture moves into the mortar through the joints and was easily
distributed to the surface by evaporation; sometimes the mortar bed will provide moisture
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for the brick.
6.3.2 Moisture Content Comparison between Cold and Warm climate
Both the 2-year and 10-year simulation in the cold climate with medium precipitation
and that one of the warm climate with severe precipitation show a tendency of moisture
decrease. However, the simulation of warm climate and severe precipitation shows less
moisture decrease in the wall and obvious moisture accumulation in the exterior surface of
the wall. Confidence is high that in the future with higher temperatures and more intense
precipitation events, brick masonry structures will show a higher tendencies of moisture
related damage. (Table2)
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Figure 36. Moisture content profile comparison of solid wall, orange for MC profile in warm year simulation,
black for simulation profile in cold year,

The moisture content profiles of solid wall show that the exterior surface has more
drying than wetting under regular cold climate and medium precipitation, while under
warmer climate and heavier precipitation, the exterior surface indicates a tendency of
moisture accumulation. The increase for the hollow cavity wall is not as much as that of
the solid wall because of the air layer. Because, the interior surface is not directly
influenced by the rain infiltration, the interior surface behaves more in drying than wetting,
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and reaches an ideal moisture content that fits the desired levels for human health and safety
by controlling the interior temperature and relative humidity of the air. Since the exterior
surface of the veneer wall is only one brick thick, the exterior layer of veneer wall has the
highest moisture accumulation in the simulation, indicating it is at high risk of moisture
decay in the future.
According to the moisture content profiles, the maximum number of moisture content
under the warm year simulation is much larger than that in cold year simulation. As a
consequent of more intense precipitation, more water invades the brick wall by capillary
suction and micro crack transportation, and causes the wall to become wetter and wetter.
The wall with severe precipitation needs more time for drying when compared to the profile
horizontally. (Fig 36) The simulation well proves the conjecture that traditional brick
masonry construction will confront a problem of moisture accumulation, which will cause
the wall to become wetter and more at a risk of damage.
6.3.3 Limitations
The computer modeling simulation has its own limitations in calculation, so the final
result can only be used as a reference to confirm the conjecture but is not accurate enough
for scientific use. First, the climate data that was used for simulation is from WUFI’s
default database, whose information is based on previous climate data that is not precise
for current climate conditions, let alone a long-term projection. Moreover, the
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environmental parameters in warm condition simulation, does not truly project the climate
change scenario, leading to an imprecise calculation. For instance, under the influence of
climate change the actual relative humidity is rising while the default data of warm year
illustrate less relative humidity as a result of temperature increase, so the discussion and
analysis in the thesis is mainly based on the moisture content profile. More precise and
multiple climate data in the future may help well illustrate the future scenario. Another
obstacle of WUFI is that water drainage in the veneer wall is unavailable to be simulated
in 2D analysis, so the simulation and calculation are influenced by the moisture
accumulation in the air layer, showing a poor rain control capacity in the simulation based
on holistic moisture content of the wall, which is not in accordance with the facts.
7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The hypothesis proposed is greatly confirmed by the simulation of computer modeling
simulation that brick masonry construction is under significant risk from climate change
and more intense precipitation events. First, brick walls will become wetter in the future if
no action is taken to prevent more moisture infiltration. Second, mortar is the most
vulnerable in each brick masonry construction. Mortar has to struggle to reduce rain
infiltration through micro cracks as well as capillary suction from brick units that withdraw
moisture from the mortar and caused more cracks, thus augmenting the deterioration loop.
However, low porosity mortar is not appropriate to slow down the moisture driven
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deterioration in traditional brick masonry construction in terms of hydrothermal dynamic
migration of mortar and brick.
Long-term monitoring and periodically repointing and drainage is required to preserve
brick structures from accumulated impacts from more intense precipitation events. Rain
control principals in brick masonry construction are useful to reduce moisture infiltration
and decline the risk from moisture driven deterioration, however the impacts of climate
change from global warming and heavier precipitation are noticeable. Even if the increase
in frost-free days can reduce the influence from free-thaw cycles, higher relative humidity,
more rain infiltration, and continuous rainfall will contribute to the degradation. Long term
monitoring, and preventive preservation may be the best solution to keep these brick
buildings resilient and sustainable. Different approaches in preservation is required to
different brick masonry constructions, and specific interventions should be carried on
exterior and interior surface of the wall in terms of the changing moisture content.
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